B UILT I NS 2022

‘‘We strive to design and deliver sustainable products that
are aspirational and driven by technology
through innovation’’

The built-in collection from Evonic Fires showcases our range of stylish and
contemporary inset electric fires. Featuring the award-winning evoflame
and e-smart fire models, the built-in collection offers a stunning variety of
sizes and styles to suit any living space.

EVONIC FIRES
GOING GREEN

EXCELLENCE
MADE IN BRITAIN

At Evonic Fires we firmly believe in manufacturing quality electric fires in the most

At Evonic Fires, we pride ourselves on building award-winning electric fires to the

ethical way possible. Once installed into your home, you can be rest assured in the

highest possible standards. Using components sourced from leading UK suppliers and

knowledge that your Evonic fire is being powered by one of the most sustainable

assembled entirely at our factory premises in Stratford-Upon-Avon, Evonic Fires strive

and cost-effective energy sources available; electric, and the packaging for our

to achieve excellence with every fire we despatch. If you have any queries once

fires is constructed using cardboard that is 100% recyclable, resulting in a robust and

your order arrives, our dedicated sales and service teams are available for any

eco-friendly carton to ensure maximum protection.

aftercare assistance you may require.

6 - Introduction
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NATIONWIDE
RETAILER NETWORK

With our extensive network of dedicated retailers, it has never been easier to find
the Evonic fire you are looking for. Our website features a detailed search engine
to locate your nearest Evonic Fires stockist, and you can even narrow the search
down to find particular ranges or models using our product filter tool.
www.evonicfires.co.uk/maptest/

8 - Retailer network
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EXEMPLARY
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our dedicated team work tirelessly to ensure we offer the highest calibre of

Alongside developing and manufacturing market leading fireplaces, the

customer service. The Evonic Fires sales department are always on hand to

Evonic Fires team have been working hard to gain ISO certification throughout 2021.

answer any queries you may have regarding our products before or after you

ISO stands for ‘International Organisation for Standardisation’, and gaining this

make a purchase, and our knowledgeable service department will always have

certification means we have proven our services and processes to be world-class

time to discuss any problems over the phone to ensure you are getting the best

in their quality, safety, and efficiency. When purchasing an Evonic fire, customers

performance from your Evonic fire.

can be confident in receiving a product built to the highest standard.

10 - Customer service
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MEDIA WALL
INSPIRATION
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of installing your fireplace, the ability to completely customise your media unit adds
much more scope to your installation and transforms it into a design feature in its

GF3
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The most popular way to incorporate an Evonic Fires built-in fireplace into your home
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own right. One of the key design points you will want to consider when planning
your media wall installation is how you want your fireplace configured. Most of our
built-in models come with conversion panels, meaning you have the choice of
either 1-sided (GF), 2-sided (GF2) or 3-sided (GF3) installation.

12 - Inspiration
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FEATURE
LIGHTING
Asta

Up to 75’’

Lita

Up to 65’’

Exor

Up to 55’’

Karlstad/E2400

Up to 95’’

Avesta/E1800

Up to 75’’

Linnea/E1500

Up to 65’’

Motala/E1250

Up to 55’’

Kiruna/E1030

Up to 43’’

E1000

Up to 43’’
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CORRECT
TV SIZING
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Choosing the correct size TV is another vital aspect to consider when constructing

Feature lighting has now become an essential factor in the design of a living space,

your media wall. Ideally, you want the television to be slightly narrower than the

with many consumers choosing to integrate lighting into their media wall to accent

width of the fire in order for your wall not to look top-heavy. Above, we have a

their fireplace, television, or simply add an extra light source to a room. Try adding

suggested size guide to help you choose the perfect size to compliment your fire.

the new app controlled, Evonic e-lluminate smart lighting for that extra wow factor.

14 - TV sizing and e-lluminate
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REMOTE
CONTROL

ON/OFF
DOWNLIGHTS
HEAT ON
HEAT OFF
The new Evonic Fires remote handset comes as standard with all built-in models*.
This simple hand-held control will allow customers to easily access their fireplaces
main features, without having to manually pair the fire with their home Wi-Fi to

ANIMATIONS
DIMMER

a mobile device. Users can turn their fire ON or OFF, change animation (e-smart
products only), dim their lighting effect, or turn their overbed illumination ON or OFF.
Customers can also turn the heat feature ON to give their living space a steady
boost of warmth.

16 - Remote control

*Available February 2022
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BRITISH WOODLAND
REAL LOG SET

Our stunning British Woodland real log set is sourced from local suppliers, and hand
finished at our premises in Stratford-upon-Avon. The new British Woodland real log
set comes as standard with our Asta, Lita and Exor models. This impressive real log
display is now also being offered as an option on all e-smart fires.

18 - British Woodland Logs
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E-SMART

FEATURES
• Brightness adjustment

BESPOKE FUEL BED AND LOG SET

• Speed adjustment
• Turn your feature lighting on or off
• Drop-down animation selection
• Target room temperature display
• Adjustable temperature gauge
• Additional animations available
• Optional mood-lighting kit
• Remote control included

Each Evonic Fires model comes complete with a bespoke fuel bed and log set, chosen specifically by
our design team to enhance the aesthetic of your fire.

SCHOTT® GLASS
SCHOTT® is a market leader in glass production, and their products encompass optical interference
properties resulting in a high-grade finish. SCHOTT Conturan Magic® allows up to a 90% reduction in
surface reflections, leaving customers with a flawless, uninterrupted view of their flame effect and fuel
bed. This is available on all models where SCHOTT Conturan Magic® is shown.

Conturan Magic SCHOTT® glass

Woodland split logs

Silver birch split logs

British Woodland real log set

Please note: Evonic Fires prides itself on constant development and innovation. We therefore reserve the right to alter the
specification of any Evonic product without formal notice. The images in this brochure are produced using photography and CGI. Although
the utmost care has been taken to accurately portray our products, we always advise a viewing in person at an approved Evonic Fires
retailer’s showroom.

20 - E-smart
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VARIETY OF
FLAME DESIGN COLOURS
IGNITE

EOS

BREATHE

SPECTRUM

ODYSSEY

EMBERS

AURORA

VERO

VIOLET

BLUE

RED

WHITE

GREEN

ORANGE

22
20 - E-smart
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ASTA

GF3 model shown with ignite
effect and British Woodland real logs

• 1750mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included

british Woodland

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• British woodland real logs

• 300mm in depth

• Organic husk fuel bed decoration

• Glass size - W 1752mm H 455mm

real log set
24 - E-smart
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LITA

GF3 model shown with vero
effect and British Woodland real logs

• 1500mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included

british Woodland

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• British woodland real logs

• 300mm in depth

• Organic husk fuel bed decoration

• Glass size - W 1503mm H 455mm

real log set
26 - E-smart
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EXOR

GF2 model shown with odyssey
effect and British Woodland real logs

• 1250mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included

british Woodland

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• British woodland real logs

• 300mm in depth

• Organic husk fuel bed decoration

• Glass size - W 1255mm H 460mm

real log set
28 - E-smart
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KARLSTAD

GF2 model shown with ignite
effect and silver birch split logs

• 2400mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included
• Choice of woodland split, silver birch
split, or British Woodland real logs

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• 300mm in depth
• Glass size - W 2402mm H 430mm

GF model shown with e-series effect

30 - E-smart
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AVESTA

GF model shown with spectrum
effect and silver birch split logs

• 1750mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included
• Choice of woodland split, silver birch
split, or British Woodland real logs

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• 300mm in depth
• Glass size - W 1753mm H 410mm

GF3 model shown with embers effect

32 - E-smart
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LINNEA

Optional tile wings

Grey

Beige

GF3 model shown with ignite
effect and woodland split logs

• 1500mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included
• Choice of woodland split, silver birch
split, or British Woodland real logs
GF3 model shown with e-series
effect and optional beige tile
wing

34 - E-smart

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• 300mm in depth
• Glass size - W 1506mm H 353mm
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MOTALA

Optional tile wings

Grey

Beige

GF model shown with ignite
effect and silver birch split logs

• 1250mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included
• Choice of woodland split, silver birch
split, or British Woodland real logs

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• 300mm in depth
• Glass size - W 1250mm H 328mm

GF3 model shown with spectrum effect

36 - E-smart
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KIRUNA

Optional tile wings

Grey

Beige

GF model shown with embers
effect and silver birch split logs

• 1000mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included
• Choice of woodland split, silver birch
split, or British Woodland real logs

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• 300mm in depth
• Glass size - W 1003mm H 357mm

GF3 model shown with embers
effect and optional beige tile wing

38 - E-smart
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STORA DS

Shown with silver birch logs

• 800mm flame effect

• Remote included

• Two sided tunnel fire

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output - Dual heaters

• Independent over-bed illumination

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• Independent fuel bed settings

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• 500mm in depth

anti-reflective front glass

40 - E-smart

• Glass size - W 803mm H 1003mm
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LINDSTROM DS

Shown with silver birch logs

• 1000mm flame effect

• Remote included

• Two sided tunnel fire

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output - Dual heaters

• Independent over-bed illumination

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• Independent fuel bed settings

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• 500mm in depth

anti-reflective front glass

42 - E-smart

• Glass size - W 1004mm H 354mm
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TYRELL

Optional tile wings

Grey

GF3 model shown with
ignite effect, beige tile
wings and woodland split logs

Beige

• 800mm flame effect

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output

• Independent over-bed illumination

• SCHOTT CONTURAN MAGIC®

• Independent fuel bed settings

anti-reflective front glass

• Remote included
• Choice of woodland split, silver birch
split, or British Woodland real logs

• Two or three sided conversion
panels included

• 300mm in depth
• Glass size - W 805mm H 590mm

GF model shown with ignite effect

44 - E-smart
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SKARA

MALMO

Shown with
woodland logs

Shown with
woodland logs

• 650mm flame effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 750mm flame effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 1500W heat output
• SCHOTT CLEAR FLOAT® front glass

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 1500W heat output
• SCHOTT CLEAR FLOAT® front glass

• e-smart cloud app controlled

• 180mm in depth
• Remote included

46 - E-smart

• Independent over-bed illumination
• Independent fuel bed settings
• Glass size - W 654mm H 682mm

• 180mm in depth
• Remote included

• Independent over-bed illumination
• Independent fuel bed settings
• Glass size - W 754mm H 752mm

47

FEATURES

E-SERIES

BESPOKE FUEL BED AND LOG SET
• Fully remote controlled
• Brightness adjustment
• Overbed ON/OFF switch
• Turn your heat ON/OFF
• Dual animation selection
• Optional mood-lighting kit
• App control also available

Each Evonic Fires model comes complete with a bespoke fuel bed and log set, chosen specifically by
our design team to enhance the aesthetic of your fire.

EVONIC HIGH-DEFINITION GLASS
We have developed a hybrid glass option, which encompasses low iron properties. This type of highdefinition glass is made from silica with very low levels of iron, which eliminates the greenish-blue tint seen
in most standard glass production. This is available on all models where Evonic High Definition is shown.

Evonic HD glass

Woodland logs

Silver birch logs

e-lluminate lighting kit

Please note: Evonic Fires prides itself on constant development and innovation. We therefore reserve the right to alter the
specification of any Evonic product without formal notice. The images in this brochure are produced using photography and CGI. Although
the utmost care has been taken to accurately portray our products, we always advise a viewing in person at an approved Evonic Fires
retailer’s showroom.

48 - E-Series
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DUAL FLAME
ANIMATIONS

EVOFLAME
50 - E-Series

PARTY
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E2400

GF3 model shown with
evoflame effect and woodland logs

• 2400mm flame effect

• evoflame® effect

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• Evonic High Definition glass

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• Authentic flicker effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 300mm in depth

• App control also available

• Glass size - W 2402mm H 430mm

GF2 model shown

52 - E-Series
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E1800

GF model shown with
evoflame effect and woodland logs

• 1750mm flame effect

• evoflame® effect

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• Evonic High Definition glass

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• Authentic flicker effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 300mm in depth

• App control also available

• Glass size - W 1753mm H 410mm

GF2 model shown
GF3

54 - E-Series
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E1500

GF3 model shown with
evoflame effect and silver birch logs

• 1500mm flame effect

• evoflame® effect

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• Evonic High Definition glass

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• Authentic flicker effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 300mm in depth

• App control also available

• Glass size - W 1506mm H 353mm

GF3 model shown

56 - E-Series
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E1250

GF3 model shown with
evoflame effect and woodland logs

• 1250mm flame effect

• evoflame® effect

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• Evonic High Definition glass

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• Authentic flicker effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 300mm in depth

• App control also available

• Glass size - W 1250mm H 328mm

GF model shown

58 - E-Series
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E1030

GF3 model shown with
evoflame effect and woodland logs

• 1000mm flame effect

• evoflame® effect

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• Evonic High Definition glass

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• Authentic flicker effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 300mm in depth

• App control also available

• Glass size - W 1003mm H 357mm

GF model shown

60 - E-Series
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E800

GF3 model shown with
evoflame effect and woodland logs

• 800mm flame effect

• evoflame® effect

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• Evonic High Definition glass

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• Authentic flicker effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 300mm in depth

• App control also available

• Glass size - W 805mm H 590mm

GF model shown

62 - E-Series
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E500

GF model shown with
evoflame effect and woodland logs

• 490mm flame effect

• evoflame® effect

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• Evonic High Definition glass

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• Authentic flicker effect

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• 300mm in depth

• App control also available

• Glass size - W 492mm H 399mm

GF3 model shown

64 - E-Series
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The 180 SL range is the latest addition to our built-in family. With a depth of 180mm,
these slimline, built-in style fires allow for easy installation whilst saving floor space
once fitted. Featuring dual animation control, amber and clear crystal decoration
and a bespoke log set, the 180 SL range is perfect for more compact spaces.

66 - 180 SL
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FEATURES

180 SL

BESPOKE FUEL BED AND LOG SET
• Fully remote controlled
• Brightness adjustment
• Overbed ON/OFF switch
• Turn your heat ON/OFF
• Dual animation selection
• Optional mood-lighting kit
• App control also available

Each Evonic Fires model comes complete with a bespoke fuel bed and log set, chosen specifically by
our design team to enhance the aesthetic of your fire.

SCHOTT® GLASS
SCHOTT® is a market leader in glass production, and their products encompass optical interference
properties resulting in a high-grade finish. SCHOTT Clear Float® glass is produced using the float
process, leading to glass that has perfectly flat and parallel surfaces. This is available on all models where
SCHOTT Clear Float® is shown.

Clear Float SCHOTT® glass

Woodland logs

Silver birch logs

e-lluminate lighting kit

Please note: Evonic Fires prides itself on constant development and innovation. We therefore reserve the right to alter the
specification of any Evonic product without formal notice. The images in this brochure are produced using photography and CGI. Although
the utmost care has been taken to accurately portray our products, we always advise a viewing in person at an approved Evonic Fires
retailer’s showroom.

68 - 180 SL
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NOVARO

GF3 model shown with
ignite effect and woodland logs

FIESTA

IGNITE

GLASS CRYSTAL
FUEL BED
DECORATION

• 1500mm flame effect

• App control also available

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• SCHOTT CLEAR FLOAT® front glass

70 - 180 SL

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• 180mm in depth

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• Glass size - W 1506mm H 353mm

71

ELORE

GF3 model shown with
fiesta effect and woodland logs

FIESTA

IGNITE

GLASS CRYSTAL
FUEL BED
DECORATION

• 1250mm flame effect

• App control also available

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• SCHOTT CLEAR FLOAT® front glass

72 - 180 SL

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• 180mm in depth

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• Glass size - W 1250mm H 328mm
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ALENTE

GF3 model shown with
ignite effect and silver birch logs

FIESTA

IGNITE

GLASS CRYSTAL
FUEL BED
DECORATION

• 1000mm flame effect

• App control also available

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• SCHOTT CLEAR FLOAT® front glass

74 - 180 SL

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• 180mm in depth

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• Glass size - W 1002mm H 277mm
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ROMINA

GF3 model shown with
ignite effect and woodland logs

FIESTA

IGNITE

GLASS CRYSTAL
FUEL BED
DECORATION

• 640mm flame effect

• App control also available

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• SCHOTT CLEAR FLOAT® front glass

76 - 180 SL

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• 180mm in depth

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• Glass size - W 641mm H 285mm

77

ATTORA

GF3 model shown with
ignite effect and silver birch logs

FIESTA

IGNITE

GLASS CRYSTAL
FUEL BED
DECORATION

• 630mm flame effect

• App control also available

• 750/1500W heat output

• Two or three sided conversion

• SCHOTT CLEAR FLOAT® front glass

78 - 180 SL

panels included

• Dual animation

• Fuel bed illumination

• Remote controlled

• 180mm in depth

• Woodland or silver birch logs

• Glass size - W 638mm H 458mm
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SPECIFICATION
A - Width excl. plaster kit
B - Width incl. plaster kit
C - Opening height
D - Depth excl. plaster kit
E - Height
F - Width incl. tile wings

A

(Not shown)
G - Height incl. tile wings
(Not shown)

E

C

B

D
For detailed
specification
drawings
please scan
the QR code

80 - Specification

MODEL
Asta
Lita
Exor
Karlstad
Avesta
Linnea
Motala
Kiruna
Stora DS
Lindstrom DS
Tyrell
Skara
Malmo
E2400
E1800
E1500
E1250
E1030
E800
E500
Novaro
Elore
Alente
Romina
Attora

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1752mm

1784mm

455mm

300mm

658mm

N/A

N/A

1503mm

1535mm

455mm

300mm

659mm

N/A

N/A

1255mm

1285mm

460mm

300mm

659mm

N/A

N/A

2402mm

2438mm

430mm

300mm

631mm

N/A

N/A

1753mm

1785mm

410mm

300mm

611mm

N/A

N/A

1506mm

1536mm

353mm

300mm

555mm

1914mm

555mm

1254mm

1284mm

328mm

300mm

556mm

1668mm

556mm

1004mm

1035mm

357mm

300mm

555mm

1418mm

570mm

803mm

863mm

1003mm

500mm

1208mm

N/A

N/A

1010mm

1056mm

354mm

500mm

558mm

N/A

N/A

805mm

853mm

590mm

300mm

791mm

1188mm

N/A

654mm

702mm

682mm

180mm

897mm

N/A

N/A

754mm

802mm

752mm

180mm

967mm

N/A

N/A

2402mm

2438mm

430mm

300mm

631mm

N/A

N/A

1753mm

1785mm

410mm

300mm

611mm

N/A

N/A

1506mm

1536mm

353mm

300mm

555mm

N/A

N/A

1254mm

1284mm

328mm

300mm

556mm

N/A

N/A

1004mm

1035mm

357mm

300mm

555mm

N/A

N/A

805mm

853mm

590mm

300mm

791mm

N/A

N/A

492mm

540mm

399mm

300mm

609mm

N/A

N/A

1505mm

1534mm

356mm

180mm

573mm

N/A

N/A

1253mm

1284mm

355mm

180mm

566mm

N/A

N/A

1002mm

1034mm

277mm

180mm

492mm

N/A

N/A

643mm

685mm

278mm

180mm

494mm

N/A

N/A

640mm

688mm

460mm

180mm

675mm

N/A

N/A

2022 brochures
2022 will see Evonic Fires introduce
a host of fantastic new products,
which can be viewed in our new
e-llusion, suites, and Insets &
stoves brochures.
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1 Evonic House, Clifford Park, Clifford Lane,
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire, CV37 8HW
TEL: 01789 263868 FAX: 01789 293080
www.evonicfires.co.uk sales@evonicfires.co.uk
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